The course examines the best ways to move research findings forward to affect practice, policy, and action. Examining ‘knowledge translation’ and ‘implementation science’ frameworks, we will interrogate how to get occupational science evidence taken up by people and organizations that can put it to practical use. Students will prepare a knowledge translation portfolio based on their expertise from course assignments and projects. This means students will come to the course with knowledge already gathered from previous course assignments about a topic that relates to occupation (any daily activities) or participation/inclusion. Students will then use this existing knowledge as a basis for exploring and applying knowledge translation approaches in this course.

**Format:** This course will be offered online, asynchronously, with optional opportunities for synchronous discussions (which will be recorded). Please note this is a 3-credit course that will be completed in a condensed 7-week format and thus will move at a quick pace.

**Prequisites/Restrictions:** Open to graduate students and Special Student-Graduate Studies in any field, by permission of instructor.

Registration deadline: **MAY 2\(^{ND}\) 2023** (enrollment limited)

For more information check our [website](#) or contact [MSc.OccScience@dal.ca](mailto:MSc.OccScience@dal.ca)

Tel: 902.494.8804